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Examiner Commentary

Heinz’s exploration of the relationship between physical space and its occupants, and later of fatherhood, is highly skilled, organised 

and well-informed. His work develops in clarity and focus as it progresses. He achieves his intention to show the ‘sacrifice of 

fatherhood’ in outcomes that have personal, well-planned and adventurous compositions, with touches of humour such as his own 

hand appearing to emerge onto the canvas to take food from his father’s plate. His considerable observational skill enables him to 

explore ideas with sophistication and his experiments with media and techniques are sustained and highly inventive, within the 

context of a traditional approach. He also touches on more conceptual ideas such as typologies and ‘living systems’ without 

exploring these further. His final painting is a well realised outcome of his creative journey. Overall, the submission achieves on the 

border between Performance Levels 5 and 6. 

His Personal Study is similarly organised, well-informed and very thorough, showing insight into how artists such as Vermeer and 

Hockney explore relationships through the depiction of physical space in paintings, without having the clearly focused intention and 

personal engagement to reach a sophisticated or exceptional level. It achieves a mid- Performance Level 5.





































































“

“  How  can  I  explore  the  interrelationship  between  physical  spaces  and  its  occupants
  using  visual  arts?”

A  LEVEL  ART:  Component  1  Personal  Practical  and  Written  Study



“

In my project I want to explore how people interact with their environment. I wanted to choose this project in

particular as it will incorporatemy future career aspirations along with the enjoyment I get out of drawing people. It

was really important to me that I choose a theme that could incorporate both of these aspects as I wanted to

develop my portraiture skills by doing the A level but also wanted to begin to build my architecture portfolio. I want

to respond to the question “How can I explore the interrelationship between physical spaces and its occupants using

visual arts?”, essentially stressing the importance of art in context which you see less of in the Impressionist era. The

question is heavily expressed in, quite obviously, realism as it captures the whole image but it is even highlighted

sometimes in romanticism as it is used to effectively evaluate a given narrative. I would also like to explore

contemporary art to delve deeper in the architectural aspect of the art as many consider that to be the current era

of architectural design: I’ll research artists like Johannes Vermeer who often greatly involves himself with the

intricacy of the setting as well as the characters in them . Equally I think it would be useful to briefly look at classical

art in order to challenge myself with that intense level of detail. This essay will begin by evaluating the works of

Dutch Golden Age artist Johannes Vermeer and contemporary artist David Hockney and then continue to evaluate

other contemporary artists who use different mediums and concepts to portray the relationship between people

and their surroundings. In “The Poetics of Space” Gaston Bachelard describes “These trees are magnificent, but

even more magnificent is the sublime and moving space between them”1 emphasising the idea of being mindful

when looking at a space and that emotional reaction to space determines the effectiveness of architectural

structure which will be the focus for this study.

1 BACHELARD,G., JOLAS,M.,& STILGOE, J.R. , 1994, The Poetics of space. , Boston: Beacon Press
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‘Glass ofWine’ ‘George Lawson andWayne Sleep’ 1972

Johannes Vermeer was a Dutch Baroque Period painter who specialised in domestic interior scenes of middle-class

life. One of his more well renowned artworks is the girl with a pearl earring. Vermeer largely focused on the

behaviour of light and other optical effects such are changes in focus. Unlike many other artists from the Dutch

Golden Age , Vermeer was Catholic rather than Protestant, despite the difficulties of practising his faith during his

lifetime. Authorities frequently tolerated Catholics, as long as they held Mass in small house churches in private

residences. As a result, Catholic artists, including Vermeer, developed new forms of devotional painting to convey

their religious messages. He managed to incorporate his faith with a solemn, contemplative mood and regularly

incorporating some source of bright light. In the scene ‘Glass ofWine’ 2 we see aman and awoman around a table by

a brightly lit window, interestingly showing how the light coming through it interacts with the people and objects in

the room. The man’s close proximity to the woman in the picture suggests a kind of tension which is also presented

by the posture and body languages shown. Theman is painted in amore dominant role whereas the woman’s seated

position paints her very much as his subordinate. Even with the use of the eyeline theman is literally looking down

on her as she drinks a glass of wine, her face almost completely hidden by the nearly empty glass. I was particularly

interested in the imbalance of power expressed in the painting through the levels at which the subjects are sitting in.

Many of the artists in my personal study will be conscious of Vermeer’s work as one of the most notable interior

scene artists of all time so they will reference Vermeer in some way in their approach to interior pieces. This then

prompted me to look into a more modern version of this concept created by David Hockney. George Lawson and

Wayne Sleep is one of the last paintings from a sequence of large double acrylic portraits that occupied Hockney

between 1968 and 19773. The painting shows book dealer George Lawson sitting on a stool at a clavichord placed

against a wall. His right hand holds a key down on the keyboard but his body is turned away from it and instead

towards the open window on the left of the painting. Immediately to the left of the keyboard ballet dancerWayne

3 https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hockney-george-lawson-and-wayne-sleep-t14098
2 https://mydailyartdisplay.uk/2010/12/22/the-glass-of-wine-by-johannes-vermeer/

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hockney-george-lawson-and-wayne-sleep-t14098
https://mydailyartdisplay.uk/2010/12/22/the-glass-of-wine-by-johannes-vermeer/


“

Sleep is casually leaning against the doorframe with his legs crossed. Both paintings are narratives of relationships.

Hockney’s depicts a relationship that is often compared to the Annunciation as ”there is always somebody who

looks permanent and somebodywho’s a kind of visitor“. This creates a distance between the figures.When speaking

about the process Lawson recalled that Hockney struggled considerably to get the light right, which was a staple in

many of Vermeer’s pieces. Hockney’s piece is very clearly a more modern style whereas Vermeer focusesmore on

the concept of camera obscura. Similar tomany Impressionist paintings (like Van Gogh’s portraits), David Hockney’s

work has a background of mainly solid colours which somewhat takes away from the idea of art in context. While

both paintings depict two figures facing towards each other, with one sitting and one standing, the body language

and the distance between the people in Hockney’s piece depicts a less hostile environment. In essencemy project

displays the relationships between not just people and spaces but people and other people; whether that is by

creating a composition that will be impactful and relatable for the viewer or by literally posing an interaction

between multiple people in my final piece. In many of my pieces the viewer is a third person in the scene which

creates a sense of intrusion and interpreting. The concept of watching the subjects is a common theme between the

majority of the artists I studied and I took this forward intomy composition planning.

Woman on the stairs ‘Ella (Twice)’

Walid Ebeid is a realistic expressionist artist from Cairo whose work is viewed as both controversial and

provocative. Ebeid often studies the female figure or national figures in Egyptian society, confronting social mores

and addressing hardships as a consequence of societal traditions particularly in regards to violence. He often

captured women in unflattering ways as he aims to capture the emotions of the groups of people who are oppressed

through a nuanced look at sexuality, immigration and politics so that his audience can connect and relate to their

feelings. Ebeid brings attention to humanity’s suffering, hopes and struggles through his realistic oil painting as he

challenges different customs and traditions imposed by society to defend women and the oppressed of all



“

categories and social classes. Ebeid makes the female figure a focal point in all of his pieces and it's interesting to

note that all his works are created in regard to women’s issues but of course from a man’s point of view- an

outsider's perspective. His perspective would be unique to the cause as he won’t have had a personal experience

with the problem and therefore his opinion would be similar to that of other outsiders, helping to emphasise a sense

of empathy towards the problems and relatability in the viewpoint. He creates a deeply intricate storyline in the

emotions painted on young brides and prostitutes which he portrays. His artwork initially caught my eye because of

his general composition and the intricacy and details in the settings he paints. As part of my theme I want to do

further studies of domestic interior so I particularly admire the way in which Ebeid links that to women’s issues and

the skills he possesses to capture feelings so accurately. Additionally, I like the leisurely poses many of the figures

take. I feel that it adds an extra element of realism and removes the sense of added pressure many women

experience to always look as pleasing as possible. The composition of his paintings feels more natural and relatable

but equally some of the poses he chose fall greatly into the feminist theory and the idea that gender is

performative4. He puts a lot of emphasis on the effect that patriarchal culture has on the representation of women’s

bodies and attempts to articulate the rich diversity of femininity by creating pieces like “Halal Meat” which present

the female character as powerful and almost threatening, Furthermore, he uses the settings to emphasise the

emotions felt by all the women; like in the painting of the women on the stairs, the paint is chipping and the use of

greys and blues makes the image as a whole look cold and desolate. His clever use of colour, location and

arrangement is a perfect example of exploring the interrelationship between physical spaces and its occupants. In

comparison to the work we see from Vermeer and Hockney, Ebeid displays a lot moremovement and creates more

dynamic paintings with the movements and the poses he chose to express. Ebeid’s characters are positioned in a

more interactive way as they will look at the audience and the presence of the fourth wall is established whereas

Brown’s paintings appear to bemore invasive as youwatch the families take part in various activities .

Peter Brown is a Bath based artist who is most commonly known for his all weather paintings of street scenes and

city landscapes. He rarely paints from reference in his studio as he prefers to work directly from the subject on site

doing what he calls “see and put” which is where he will quite simply put marks of paint wherever he sees fit on the

canvas to match the scene in front of him. While many of his pieces are inspired by the architecture in his local town

I chose to focus on his series of interior paintings which he completes based on his home in Bath. His intimate

interior scenes often consist of a neutral yet site specific colour palette with splashes of inorganic colours. What

particularly interested me in Brown’s piece was the overall finish of the painting: he would often work with a wet on

wet technique and appears to layer colours more than he blends them. In the group of paintings he created showing

4 Butler, Judith. (1999) Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: Routledge)
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the landing of his stairs, he played around with the lighting and the scenery depending on the time of year ( e.g had

festive decorations around christmas time). I admire the way he captures thesemoments in time and how he is able

to create a sense of movement between each set of images. Brown works directly from life and explains that “the

challenge for me is translating that 3D space full of noise, smell, colour and atmosphere and freezing it onto a

canvas.” In terms of his wide and quick brushstrokes he works quite similarly to Mark Tennant. When taking

inspiration from his work, I aimed to highlight the way in which living spaces can be tied to ourmovements and our

daily routines as well as creating a composition which had an interesting perspective and varied the balance of the

image. In particular I liked Brown’s piece “Ella (Twice)”: while there are likely to be various interpretations of its

commotion, to me it looks like it captures ‘Ella’ at different moments in time and shows the ways in which the overall

space portrayed in painting could be used. The ‘Ella’ painted in the foreground is significantly brighter than that of

the Ella in the background which could suggest that was the position she found herself in later on in the day {more

simply that part of the corridor could just get less light}. I like the way in which he captures her in her uniform and at

the door as it makes the picture seem very natural and almost inviting. The overall composition of his pieces greatly

plays with the idea of exploring the interrelationship between physical spaces and the people in them simply

because of the way he utilises these relatable poses and how he captures the subjects partaking in a variety of

standard activities. In his interiors series, Brown manages to express the different ways a person can interact with

an environment and how these activities vary from person to person as well as between different spaces. The

landing of the stairs in particular is an interesting place to look at in terms of how dimly lit it is which forces you to

play around with darker tones, not only browns and greys but also finding ways to incorporate blues and greens to

bringmore life into a space where there is no light.

Both Brown and Ebeid created their own portrayal of women in their home space yet the attitudes conveyed in

them are drastically different. Much of Ebeid’s work reflects society’s sexist view of women whereas Brown

obviously highlights the childish nature of “Ella”, which contrasts to the way the woman in Ebeid’s work is sexualised

because of the way she’s dressed and the environment she’s in . The overall composition for the “Ella” piece

accurately reflects the idea that she is a child in her own home setting and a certain element of warmthwhich Ebied

consciously tries to avoid in his pieces. This then means that in Ebeid’s work there is an added aspect of distance

between the physical space and its occupants whereas Brown’s scenes aremore harmonious as a whole.
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Mark Tennant and Adrienne Salinger

‘Lunch’ ‘Krissy, P’

In the 90’s, photographer Adrienna Salinger documented the bedrooms of American teenagers, asking teens to pose

surrounded by their personal possessions. The now vintage series unveils the style and trends from the 90s. Often

when teenages are still living with their parents, their rooms become caves of mindless clutter from all the different

stages of their lives. “Our bedrooms tell stories about us. They become the repository for memories, desires and self

image”. I liked how authentic Salinger made the scenes look as she told the participants to not clean their rooms.

Maya Fuhr took similar narrative photos of messy bedrooms to accurately displace realistic states of living spaces.

Salinger chose to capture the rooms of teens “on edge of rapid change” as they reach the last moments they will

spend living in their parents house. I like seeing the personality in each room and comparing that to the person it

belongs to. Since my entire personal study is centred around living systems, your bedroom is the perfect example of

the influence you can have on a space. Scientists have proved that our built environment can affect cognitions and

the way our homes are structured can either restrict or promote our spatial cognition. James Clear’s best selling

novel Atomic Habits specifically explains that it is important to live in “an environment that is filled with productive

cues and devoid of unproductive ones”5, therefore, a clean and organised spacemaymake you feel more productive

and put together while a cluttered and dirty environment can make you feel scattered and anxious and there is no

greater variety of living spaces than in teenage bedrooms. The multisensory nature of architecturemeans that the

built environment has the potential to form a variety of sensory cues that will affect the people using the space

which is why questioning the link between human psychology and architecture is so interesting. Louis Kahn, an

American architect who spent his life making the case for the powerful effect of built environmental design on

people’s lives was once quoted saying “If you look at the Baths of Caracalla (…) we all know that we can bathe just as

5 Clear,J. (2018) Atomic Habits, Penguin Random House Business Books (London)
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well under an eight-foot ceiling as we can under a 150-foot ceiling yet there is something about a 150-foot ceiling

that makes a man a different kind of man”. Later his expression of intuition was proven that indeed “people think

more creatively and respond better to abstract concepts when seated in rooms with high ceilings. A person who

feels quite literally “unconstrained” is more apt to think creatively.”6. I explored these ideas further by looking at my

own room and how light, textures and space available would affect the whole attitude of a painting which is

somewhat what Adrienne Salinger had consideredwhen creating her series of photographs.

Mark Tennant’s photorealistic paintings are renowned for their uncanny ability to capture small details using light,

movement and wife brushstrokes. Most of Tennant’s works are lit with a bright flash that gives his young subjects

the appearance of having been the unsuspecting subjects of late night polaroid snapshots. His works are informed

by the painting techniques of Impressionists Edouard Manet and Pierre-Auguste Renoir. The use of flash flattens

the photographs removing blemishes and creating a distortion. I admire the way Tennant is able to capture the

essence of a scenewith busy brushstrokes and thick colour application. As someonewho likes to work in fine details,

his style seems challenging for me but interesting to recreate. In particular his choice of late night snapshots creates

a more playful and mysterious piece and his choice of technique allows him to focus on the deeper aspects of the

subjects as he avoids disclosing all the details in the piece. His silhouettes attract viewers, inviting them to

complete the scene he has set for them on the canvas. The painting plays spontaneously the moments before and

the moments after, inviting us to virtually paint the story behind. The ability to visually build a story in a painting is a

large part of achieving a response to my question and Mark Tennant and Adrienne Salinger execute this greatly

through their use of colour and composition planning such as exploiting the rule of thirds.

6 Williams GoldHagen,S. (2017) Welcome to your world - how the built environment shapes our lives,
HarperCollins Publishers (New York)
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Ultimately, it is clear that the relationship between physical spaces and its occupants is subtle but both are closely

related and mutually impact each other. Size, colour and form can all reflect different expressions of a space. The

variety of characteristics expressed by the architectural form can convey different psychological feelings to people

so artists will often use psychological understanding and research as subject matter for their work. In order to

approach this concept in visual art, I considered howmany of the artists I researchedmade the viewer an additional

presence in the room, often making the viewer feel like an intruder. My theme highlights the importance of art in

context, which is essentially how the setting of the artwork influences the choices made towards the final outcome

to deepen and improve its understanding. The theme also greatly plays with the idea of passive and static figures so I

took inspiration from David Hockney and Vermeer’s compositions and arranged my figures in both sitting and

standing positions throughout my project to add an element of harmony in the space. Equally, I was inspired by the

way in which Salinger captured the genuine state of teenage bedrooms and I wanted to explore the theme of

transition. I was influenced by Yurkovic when recreating various objects which establish a sense of familiarity that is

inviting and encourages the viewer to become involved with the scene as “The close you look the better it gets”7.

The quote from Yurkovic also brilliantly summarises the ideas behindmy personal study as the closer you look into

the picture, not only visually speaking but also in terms of history of the people in it along with their chosen objects,

the more you learn about the piece as a whole and the way in which I respond to the living spaces around me.

Through this project I learned ways to create harmony in a painting in order to bring warmth to a composition. An

image looks far more inviting when it tells a story, which is what I really wanted to explore by portraying the link

between people and spaces. All the artists and pieces discussed are various interpretations of the idea of reflecting

the relationship between physical spaces and its occupants- whether that's throughHockney’s Impressionist colour

blocking or Vermeer’s intricate details, each part of the painting is closely related to the next and takes credit for

the success in portraying the final narrative.

7 The Mini Time Machine - Atomic Miniatures, Micheal Yurkovic
[Accessed on: 20.01.23]

Available at: https://theminitimemachine.org/exhibitions/atomic-miniatures/

https://theminitimemachine.org/exhibitions/atomic-miniatures/
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